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Abstract - Nowadays production of waste is increasing due to the rapid growth of urbanization. The overflow of waste from bins in the public places may lead to harmful diseases. Human life along with earth’s environment is under threat due to increase in plastic waste of households. Most of the time road side bins are not monitored at regular basis. In this paper a new system is proposed for eco-friendly trash accumulation using IOT for smart cities. Smart cities are fusion of several IoT systems which are making human lives more pleasant and safe in all sense. Garbage monitoring is one of the effectual applications of IoT which would clinch healthy environment for creature on this earth, with significant efficiency. An automatic trash collection system is proposed in which trash from different parts of city is collected and dumped into final destination with the help of belt which drives through the motor, from that point garbage vehicle carry the waste.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Social relevant applications like intelligent smart systems are developed by researchers and developers using wireless sensor devices which are originated recent advancements in communication technology. One among that smart system is garbage collection system. In cities garbage has been a big problem, where overflow of garbage pictures can be seen very often. Per capita generation of waste is increasing by 1.3% per annum and 3-3.5% of urban population is increasing per annum. Currently 5% increase in waste generation is noticed annually. India produces 42.0 million tons of waste yearly at present. India is spending more money for waste management of which 30% of the amount is on transportation alone. But this can be done effectively without manual process using IoT, which is by smart trash accumulation system. There are mainly two issues which may arise with smart waste collection. First is how frequently waste is collected from dustbins and secondly how to inform municipal authorities about the status of the bins. Proposed system solves both the issues by detecting the level of waste in bin, on this basis it will send alert SMS to municipal authorities and dispose the waste.

Other features like automatic open and close of bin lid using IR sensor and motor. Raspberry-pi is used to send the information to the server. Ultra-sonic sensor is placed inside the bin to detect the level of waste in bin. Soil moisture sensor is used to check if any wet waste is present in dry waste if it is present then fine will be put to the user. Stepper motor is used inside the conveyor to carry the waste from home location to end bin location from where municipality collects the garbage. Bin status, conveyor status and wet waste detection everything will to simultaneously upload to server.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY

An efficient waste management system has become the need; there are a few systems for waste management and smart garbage bins already proposed.

[1] Proposed a system of two dustbins, bin A can be used but bin B cannot be used until bin A is full. Bin B can be used only once the bin A is full and then bin A will not open until the waste is cleared in the bin A. Whenever any of the bin is full, a message is sent to the concerned authority. Depending on the presence of an obstacle dustbins have automatically close and open feature. In our system, the garbage level in the dustbins is detected with the help of Ultrasonic Sensor and presence of the obstacle is detected by Infrared Sensors and communication to the authorized control room by GSM using GSM.

[2] System consists of sensor node, it senses bin level, reports readings and Sensor statuses using Ethernet modem from Arduino UNO. Bin door locks automatically once the bin is full and during rain. Ultrasonic Sensor checks the level of the dust bin and sends this information to its nearest corporation office.

[3] Status of dustbin will be known through Internet without physically observation of dustbins. Here one WeMos D1 mini with two ultrasonic sensors is used. Micro USB cable and smart phone is also used. Smartphone is connected wirelessly with ESP8266 to show dustbins status. Code can be burnt into board before or after circuit wiring through Arduino IDE. When code is burnt to board, it connects to hotspot and its own local IP can be seen on serial monitor.
That IP will be used to connect to this board through smartphone.

[4] Main aim of the developed method is collecting waste into the dumping vehicles. Here module placed above the dustbin will send an alert SMS to the server node whenever bin is filled to certain levels. It again sends a message to the concerned authorities from server node. Information of harmful gases inside the waste also comes to picture in this system.

[5] Provides an IoT based architectural solution to for the present waste management system. The process of tracking, collecting, and managing the waste is automated and monitored efficiently. Using sensors, data from the garbage bins is collected and send them to a gateway using LoRa technology. The data from different garbage bins are collected by the gateway and through MQTT protocol it is sent to the cloud. Long distance data transmission is enabled by data communication using LoRa technology which has low power consumption compared to Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or Zigbee.

[6] “Smart Recycle Bin” that uses RFID tags to detect the identity of the person throwing the garbage. RFID based (or any ID card based) systems are not possible to implement on a city wide scenario as it is impractical to think every individual will be carrying his RFID card at all times whenever he has to dispose some form of waste into a garbage bin. Also, their system has no provision for sending the data to the cloud.

[7] Here system uses the GSM system to send messages to the server whenever a dustbin is full. This system is impractical to use on a city wide level as assigning GSM modules and SIM cards to each garbage bin is not possible.

[8] Proposes a system uses GPRS to send the sensor data to a mobile app over the cloud. This is again not feasible as fitting GSM modules to all the dustbins of a city and ensuring that GPRS data is available to each of the bins is impractical.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM

Figure 1 describes the block diagram of the proposed system, which consists of Raspberry Pi as controller. When any person need to use the bin located near his home his mobile number should be registered with the system. Whenever the person goes near the bin IR sensor detects him and send the OTP to their registered number through GSM. When that OTP is entered through keypad dustbin lid automatically opens using dc motor. Ultra-sonic sensor is placed inside the bin that detects the level of waste if the level exceeds the threshold then the alert SMS is sent to the municipality number through GSM. Here two different bins are used, one for dry waste another for wet waste. If a user puts wet waste in dry waste bin soil moisture sensor in the bin detects the wet waste and immediately puts fine to that user number and one more moisture sensor is placed at the end of the conveyor to segregate dry and wet waste using servo motor wet waste in dry waste conveyor is sent to wet waste conveyor by motor angular rotation. Carrying of waste from home bin to end trash accumulation bin is done by using stepper motor placed inside the conveyor containing belt. When the waste from bin is dumped into the conveyor IR sensor inside conveyor detects the obstacle and makes the stepper motor to run, as long as it stop detecting obstacle stepper motor runs continuously and dumps waste to the end accumulator. Along with these functionalities some information will to simultaneously uploading to the server. Like level of the bin, wet waste detection and status of each bin along with its location. This is how proposed system works.

Results and Analysis

Some of the results are presented in the below figures. Fig. 2 shows the OTP which is required to use bin and is sent to a registered user mobile number when his appearance is sensed by IR sensor. Fig 3 shows the message sent to the authority when bin is full, this consists of location of the bin along with garbage full message. Fig 4 shows that a fine amount message sent to bin user when he/she put wet waste in dry waste bin. Simultaneously status of the bin is also uploaded to cloud. Results in cloud comes as a graph from along with the timings Fig 5 shows that and in Fig 6 shows location of the bin can be seen in cloud.
3. CONCLUSIONS

This paper gives an overview of the proposed architecture and results of the work towards smart trash accumulation system. Real time reporting of level of waste from the bins continuously and dumping it to one place without any vehicle are person involvement ensures the clean and healthy environment. In future the present model will be more users friendly and digitalized by developing mobile application and a LCD display to indicate the status of the bins.
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